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4BSTRACT 
With quasicommutative n-square complex matrices A 1,. . , A,% and s-square 
hermitian G = ( gi j), relationships are given between the image Cs, j= 1 gi jA, HA; of a 
linear transformation on Zn being positive definite and the action of H on gener- 
alized inertial decompositions of Q: n. 
We denote by C” the space of n-tuple complex row vectors, and by 
M,,(C) the space of n x n complex matrices. We denote the set of n X R 
hermitian matrices by Xn. 
Given A E A,,(C), the inertia of A is the integer triple In A = 
(r(A), Y(A), 6(A)), where m(A), v(A), and 6(A) are the numbers of eigen- 
values of A in the right half plane, in the left half plane, and on the imaginary 
axis, respectively. 
Two classical results in inertia theory are those of Sylvester and Lyapunov. 
SYLVESTER'S THEOREM. Zf A E _/l,,(C) is nonsingular and H E X”, then 
In H = In AHA*. 
*The material in this paper forms a part of a D.A. Thesis [13] written by Waters at Idaho 
State University under the direction of Hill 
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LYAPUNOV’S THEOREM. If A E M,(C), then there exists H E Xn, H > 0 
(positive definite), for which AH + HA* > 0, iff In A = (n,O,O). 
These results were generalized by Ostrowski and Schneider [7] and 
Taussky [ 111 to what we caU the 
MAIN INERTIA THEOREM. 
(1) Given A E _&I.(C), there exists H E Xn for which AH + HA* > 0 iff 
6(A)= 0. 
(2) Given A E M”(C) and H E Xn, if AH + HA* > 0, then In A = In H. 
Historically, Householder and Varga observed a connection between the 
theorems of Lyapunov and Stein [lo]. In papers by Taussky [ 121, Schneider 
[9], Hill [4,6], Carlson and HiU [l], and Wimmer [14,15], these theorems have 
been exploited and simultaneously generalized. 
STEIN’S THEOREM. Zf A E A,,(C), then there exists H E X”, H > 0, for 
which H-AHA*> iff Iimn_m A” = 0 (equivalently, iff 1x1 < 1 for all 
eigenvalues A of A). 
Given A,, . . . , ASeM, and GEX$ let -QI=(A,,...,A,)E 
&,,,,(C). We define Y&,o : Zn + Zn by 
F&/.(H) = c gijAiHA; = .&(G@H).&*. 
i,j=l 
Every linear transformation on sn is of this form for some (d, G) [5,8]. 
We say Ai,..., A, are quasicommutative if Ai commutes with A j A, - 
A,A,, i, j, k = l,..., s. Quasicommutative A i, . . . , A, are known to be simul- 
taneously triangulable [2,4]; this allows us to establish a natural simultaneous 
ordering for the eigenvalues of the Ai. We denote by Xc;), . . . , Xc,!,) the 




We define the inertia of (~2, G) to be In(&, G) = (r, v, S), where T is 
the number of positive values, v the number of negative values, and 6 the 
number of zero values of +kk. k = 1,. . . , n. Since G E ss, a simple calculation 
shows that +kk is real, k = 1,. . . , n. Thus, this definition is meaningful. 
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Given quasicommutative A r, . . . , A,, Hill [4] has obtained results analo- 
gous to Lyapunov’s theorem and the first part of the main inertia theorem, 
and shown that the result analogous to the second part of the main inertia 
theorem holds only when rr(G) < 1 and v(G) < 1. 
Given A E d,,(C), Wimmer [14] has used an inertial decomposition of 
C n to obtain results relating H E 2n with its Lyapunov image AH + HA*. 
This decomposition arises naturally from looking at projections associated 
with a Jordan form of A. We generalize as follows: 
DEFINITION. Given simultaneously triangulable A r, . . . , As E &Y,,(C), and 
GEX~, with In(xZ,G)=(r,v,6), we say that Ai,...,A, have structure 23 
with G if there is a nonsingular S E A,(C) which simultaneously transforms 
Ai (i = l,..., s) to the block diagonal form di = SA,S-’ = diag{ A(i), A(!), 
A$)}, with A(~)E M,(C) containing the eigenvalues of A i which contribute 
to +kk > 0, A(‘, E M,(C) containing those which contribute to Gkk < 0, and 
A(i) E MS(C) containing those which contribute to $kk = 0. In this setting we 
define E, = diag{Z,,O,,O,}, E_ = diag{O,, ZV,Os}, P, = S-‘E+S, and P_ 
=S-‘E S. _ 
We observe that whenever A i, . . . , A, are quasicommutative, they will in 
fact have structure 9 with any G E H,. (This includes, of course, Ai = A’-‘, 
i = l,..., s, as in the classical transformations of Lyapunov and Stein and 
those of Wimmer [15].) We are indebted to David Carlson and Steve Pierce 
for bringing this to our attention. This observation is a consequence of a 
lemma of Gaines and Thompson [3], a special case of which follows. 
LEMMA 1. IfAl,..., A, E M,(C) are qua&commutative, then they are 
simultaneously similar to conformable block diagonal matrices, all of whose 
diagonal blocks have a single eigenvalue. 
Our first theorem generalizes Theorem 5 of [14]. 
THEOREM 1. Let qua&commutative A,, . . . , A, E A,(C) have structure 
$49 with G E Xs satisfying r(G) Q 1, v(G) 6 1. Zf H E 2n satisfies 
Y&,,_(H) > 0, then H is positive definite on mg P, and negative definite on 
mgP_. 
Proof. Assuming F&,o( H) > 0, by Theorem 3 *of [4] we have that 
S( ,sl, G) = 0. Thus, in this setting, the block diagonal A i will have at most the 
two blocks A(“) and A(L), i = 1 + ,...,s. 
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Let fi = SHS* and C = SCS*, where F&.&H) = C > 0. By Sylvester’s 
theorem, C is also positive definite. We decompose 
fi=( i?: !!z) and C=( !!!?: 21: 
into a block structure conformal with that of the di. Then 
<+,,(fi,,) = c gijA(~~~~~A(f)* = c,, > 0 
i,j=l 
and 
9&G(Eizz) = t gijA("I?,,A(!)* = e2,, > 0. 
i,j=l 
By Theorem 5 of [4], we must have Infi,,=In(.&+,G)=(~,O,O) and 
In Z?,, = In( &, G) = (0, v,O), so that g,, > 0 and A,, < 0. 
Let 0 #(x 0)~ mgE+. Then (x 0)&(x 0)* = xfiirx* > 0. Thus, fi is 
positive definite on mg E,. Now let 0 # x E mg I’,. Then x = zP+ = zS- ‘E + S 
for some 2 E Q=“. Since zSp’E+ # 0, xHx* =(z!F’E+)fi(zS-‘E+)* > 0. 
Therefore, H is positive definite on mg I’,. Similarly, we may show that H is 
negative definite on mg P_ . n 
REMARK. No less restrictive hypothesis on G will yield the conclusion of 
Theorem 1. In fact the example of [4, p. 1381 immediately gives us that if 
r(G) > 1 [v(G) > 11, and n > 2, then there exists H E Zn and pair-wise 
commuting A i, . . . , A, E M,(C) having structure .%? with G, such that 
F&,o( H) > 0, but H is not positive [negative] definite on mg P, [mg P_ 1. 
Note that commuting in pairs is a stronger condition than quasicommutativity 
on Ar,..., A,. 
We now work toward a result (Theorem 3) which provides a converse to 
Theorem 1. We begin with the following lemma, which is the Stein analogue 
of Theorem 8 of [14]. Its proof uses techniques similar to those found in [6] 
and [12]. 
LEMMA 2. The Stein transfmtion T: H + H - BHB* is positive defy- 
nite preserving iff B = PI for some I/?1 < 1. 
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Proof. If B = PZ with ]p] < 1, then H - BZZB* = (1 - ]fi]2) H is clearly 
positive definite for all H > 0. 
Conversely, if T is positive definite preserving, then all eigenvalues of B 
must have modulus less than one [lo]. In particular, - 1 is not an eigenvalue 
of B, so Z + B is invertible and we may define A = (I + B)-‘(I - B). 
With this definition we have, via Sylvester’s theorem, that for all H > 0, 
H - BHB* = f(Z + B)(AH + HA*)(Z + B)* > 0 iff AH + HA* > 0. 
Now by Theorem 8 of Wimmer [14], we have AH + HA* > 0 for all 
H > 0 iff A = aZ where Re (Y > 0. Letting fl = (1 - a)/(1 + CX) gives us that 
B =pZ with ]Z!Z] < 1. n 
Let Ai,..., A, E J?.(C) be simultaneously triangulable, and let G E 4. 
Then Carlson [4, p. 1391 has shown that the transformation Yd,G( H) 
= x3, j=lgijAjHA; can be reduced to the singly indexed sum CfC1yiB,HB*, 
where yi, . . . , y, are the eigenvalues of G and Bj = Cp= luijAi, j = 1,. . . , s, 
are also simultaneously triangulable. Here U = ( ui j) is any unitary matrix such 
that G = Udiag{ yi,. . . , y,} U*. 
Note that the Zth column of U, (ui j * . . u~~)~‘, is a column eigenvector of 
G; hence, if yj has algebraic multiplicity one, then this column is unique up 
to multiplication by E j E C with 15 j] = 1. The corresponding Bj is then also 
unique up to multiplication by Ej. While this lack of uniqueness does affect 
the individual eigenvalues of Bj, one may easily verify that it has no effect on 
the values of +kk or the singularity or nonsingularity of Bj. In the following 
theorems, B, and B, are understood to be consequents of the above 
reduction. 
Our next theorem provides a characterization of positive definite preserv- 
ing Y&. o in the r(G) < 1, V(G) Q 1 setting. 
THEOREM 2. Let G E XS satisfy v(G) < 1, v(G)< 1, and let A,,.. ., A, 
E M,(C) be simultaneously triangulable. Then Fd,c is positive definite 
preserving iff r(G) = 1 and the following two conditions hold: 
(i) B, is non-singular, 
(ii) mBz = P&B, f or some I PI < 1, where y1 > 0 is the positive 
eigenvalue of G and yz < 0 is the (possibly) negative eigenvalue of G. 
Proof Using Carlson’s reduction, we have F&,&H)= y,B,HB: + 
y2B2HB,*, with y1 2 0 and ya < 0. 
Suppose that Fd,c is positive definite preserving. If a(G) = 0, then 
yi = 0 and F&, ,-( H) = y2B2HB:, which is negative semidefinite for all H > 0, 
since y2 < 0; a contradiction. Thus V(G) = 1 and yi z 0. 
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We now consider the two cases V(G) = 0 and v(G) = 1. 
If v(G) = 0, then ys = 0 and r&,o(H) = yrB,HB:. Now for all H > 0, 
y,B,HBF > 0 iff B,HB; > 0 iff B, is nonsingular. This is condition (i). 
Letting j3 = 0 satisfies condition (ii). 
If v(G)= 1, then ys f 0 and Y*,o(H)= yrB,HB: - Iys[B,HB,*. If x E 
JV(B,), then XT& o(H)x* = - IyslxB,HB,*x* < 0 for all H > 0. Hence x = 0, 
and B, is nonsingular, i.e., we have (i). Now by Sylvester’s theorem, 
y,B,HB: - Iy,JB,HB,* > 0 iff 
(fin,) - ‘( Y~BF: - IYP,HB,* ,( 6%) - ‘* 
= H- (\II~B,‘B,)H(~~B,lB,j*‘O. 
From Lemma 2 we must have that ,/mB; ‘B, = PZ for some I PI < 1. 
Equivalently, we have that mBz = PfiB,, condition (ii). 
Conversely, if yr # 0 and fiBz =&&B, for some IpI < 1, then 
Fd,C(H)= y,B,HB: - jy21B,HB,* = (1- Ip12)ylB1HB:. Since B, is nonsin- 
g&r, we clearly have Y& o(H) > 0 for all H > 0. n 
Our next theorem is a converse to Theorem 1; it also generalizes Theorem 
9 of Wimmer [14]. Given A,, . . . , AAS E A,,(C) having structure .S? with 
GE&$ we define I%‘={AEX~ :H,,>O and &,,<O} and W={HE 
& : H is positive definite on mg P, and negative definite on mg P_ }, L 
where 8,, and H, are as described in the proof of Theorem 1. We continue 
using the above relationship Bj = C;, lui jAi. 
THEOREM 3. Let quasicommutative A,, . . . , A, E M,,(C) have structure 
99 with G E ZS satisfying n(G) < 1, v(G) < 1. Then Fd,G maps W into the 
set of positive definite matrices, PD, iff the following hold: 
(9 (sgnyl)P+ - (sgny2)P- = I,, 
(ii) B, is nonsingular on mg P,, 
(iii) B, is non-singular on mg P_ , 
(iv> fiW’+ B, + P- B,) = \lJy,l(f’+ 4 + @- %I for some IPI < 1, 
where y1 >, 0 and y2 < 0 are the two possibly nonzero eigenvalues of G. 
Proof. We observe that if 57&, o( H) > 0 for some H, then 6( &, G) = 0. 
Also if (i) holds, then we must have a(&, G) = 0. Therefore, in the following 
it is implicitly assumed that S(&, G) = 0. 
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If SA,S’ = Ai = diag{ A(t), A(‘,}, i = 1,. . . , s, then SBjS’ = Aj = 
diag{ By), B?)} where By)= C~,iuijA(~) and B’i)= C~=,uijA(!), j = l,..., s. 
Again we let fi = SHS*. By Sylvester’s theorem, we have that Yd, o( Z?) > 0 
iff Y& o(H) > 0. Furthermore, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we have l? E W 
iff H & W. Thus, Y& o maps W into PD iff Yd,o maps W into PD. 
Letting m(G) = v(G) = 1, (i) is trivially satisfied. Suppose that 7d.o ,. 




ylB!“fi B(l)* - 
11 + ~y2p~)811B~)* y1Bpki12B(1)*- )y2pp,,p* 
ylB~'fi B(l)* - 
21 + I 
Iy2p'2'Ei21B~)* y,B~'A,,B"-)*- ly2p3'2'A2,B'2'* . 
Now since 7d.o 
ly21B~V&B~)* > 0 
maps W into PD, we must have ~iB~)fiiiB~)* - 
for all Z?,, > 0, and y,B?)fi,,B?)* - ly21B(2)Az2B(2)* > 0 
for all H,, < 0 ( - 
L 
H, > 0). Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 2, we must 
have By)-nonsingular (equivalently, B, nonsingular on mg P, ) and MB?’ 
= j3,&B$i) for some IpI < 1. Similarly, we must have B’2’ nonsingular 
(equivalently, B, nonsingular on mg P_ ) and \lKB!?= aJIyzlB’2’ for some 
IaJ < 1. We then have 
L 
i 
(1 - Ij31a)y$~)EiliB~)* 
G,,(H)= (~_p)Ju,lv,l@&,,@‘* 
(z- P)~B!“A,,B!?* 
(lcxl2 - l)ly21B!%,,B”‘* 
I 
. 
Note that l? E W makes no restrictions on fi,, = A,*,. Thus, since B(j) 
and B?’ are nonsingular and \/y1Iy21# 0, we must have (Y = p. Otherwise, we 1 1 1 
could find H E W for which Yd G(H) was not positive definite. Hence, we 
have fiB$= pmB’2) and &By)= /3/y, By! equivalently, &(PE+ b, 
+ E ~ b,) = m( E + h2 + BE ~ A,). Premultiplying by S ~ i and postmultiply- 
ing by S yields condition (iv). 
Conversely, suppose that conditions (ii), (iii), and (iv) hold, with m(G) = 
v(G)= 1. Then we have By) nonsingular, B’2) nonsingular, MB?)= 
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p,&Z~y), and fi@J)= pmZ3?‘. Thus, for all Z? E I@, we have 
Hence, 72, G maps I@ into PD; equivalently, Y&,c maps W into PD. 
Now suppose that v(G) = 0. Then ya = 0, so 
If Z?,, < 0, then BI’)fi,,ZI?)* < 0. Hence, If Yd c maps I@ into PD, we 
must have P- = 0. But then P, = I,, W = PD, and Y&, o is PD preserving. 
Thus, by Theorem 2, conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied. 
Conversely, if conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied, and v(G) = 0, then by 
Theorem 2, we have that Y&,c maps W = PD into PD. 
A similar argument gives us the case r(G) = 0. n 
The following two corollaries are specializations to the Lyapunov and 
Stein transformations. We note that Corollary 1 is Theorem 9 of [14]. 
For the Lyapunov transformations we have AH + HA* = Fd, & H), where 
A,=Z, A,=A, and G= 
Thus, yi = 1, y2 = - 1, B, = (l/&)(Z + A), and B, = (l/@)(Z - A). 
For the Stein transformation we have H - BHB* = YY,c(H), where 
A,=Z, A,= B, and G=(k _!I. 
Thus, y1 = 1, yz = - 1, B, = I, and B2 = B. 
COROLMY 1. The Lyapunov transformation H --) AH + HA* maps W 
into PDiffa(A)=O andA=kP,-kP_ fmsomekEQ= with Rek>O. 
COROLLARY 2. The Stein transfmtion H -+ H - BHB* maps W into 
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